Instrumented Walkers -Smart Walkers
The measurement of quantities such as forces, accelerations, velocities, heart rate, and oxygen saturation during a training session is performed through the use of sensors and signal conditioning circuits embedded on the walker level. Ana l o g p r o c e s s i n g a n d signaling circuits may provide visual information to physiotherapists regarding the user's balance and risk of falling. However, advanced features such as gait rehabilitation metrics calculations, gait pattern recognition, power management, and selective communication with the physiotherapy clients requires added acquisition, digital processing and communication modules that transform the instrumented walkers into smart walkers. Smart walker prototypes associated with the Physical Rehabilitation Assessment Network are presented in Fig. 2 . The prototypes are characterized by one or two motion sensors (rad, rad1, rad2) that measure the force and acceleration during the gait rehabilitation session (standard smart walker, 2W smart walker) or during common daily activity (4W smart walker).
Smart Walker Sensors
The sensors embedded in the walker were chosen to extract the relevant information related to the walker's use during the physiotherapy sessions such as applied forces, accelerations and motion patterns.
Force versus Pressure Sensors
The relationship between force and pressure is given by: (1) where F represents the applied force, S the surface area and p represents the pressure. The force distribution over a surface is not uniform and the pressure is not constant. There are some common applications where the measurement of pressure distribution over a support surface of a mechanical structure is essential to avoid excessive loading that cause their collapse. In the case of biomedical applications, for example, gait parameters from patients undergoing physiotherapy treatments can be extracted by having the patient use smart insoles equipped with force or pressure sensors to measure ground reaction forces distribution during locomotion with or without aiding walking devices [15] . For walker solutions that can be used for rehabilitation purposes, interface pressure sensing technologies based on load cells, pressure-mapping systems, and force sensing resistors (FSR) will be the most promising sensing technologies in this field.
Force and Pressure Sensing Technologies
Load cells sensing is based in the deformation of a material when it is submitted to a mechanical effort. For small deformations, the relationship between stress and applied load is given by: (2) where s represents the normal stress, F represents the load and A represents the cross sectional area. Assuming an elastic behavior of the material, the normal stress and the axial or transversal strain are given by: (3) where eL and eT represent the longitudinal and transversal strains, respectively, v represents the Poisson ratio of the material, and Y represents its Young modulus.
Usually, resistive strain gauges are used to sense the deformation and the signal conditioning circuit that is associated with these kinds of sensors is based on Wheatstone bridges. Since the resistance variations are very low, sometimes on the order of a few tens of mΩ, full configuration of the bridge circuit with four sensors is used to compensate errors caused by temperature variation and to increase measurement sensitivity. The load cells work as force sensors since, by themselves, they can only give information about the total force applied to its bearing structure and cannot give information about the distribution of pressures on a surface. However, it is possible to use multiple load cells to measure forces over multiple interface contact regions.
As an example, this capability can be used to measure the unbalance degree of the forces applied on the legs of mobility aiding device [16] . Assuming that Fig. 3 represents the geometrical positioning of the forces applied on each leg of a walker device, the centroid coordinates of the set of the forces is given by: (4) where xk and yk represent the coordinates of the point on which force Fk is applied.
Thus, the centroid coordinates of the forces that are applied on the walker legs that give essential information about its correct use are given by: (5) Another possible sensing solution that can be used for smart walker devices is based on FSR [17] . These sensors include a flexible, thick film material, with piezoresistive characteristics, that is used as a force sensing element. The FSR exhibits inverse law dependence between the applied force on its sensing area and the resistance between its terminals, where the conductance variation is almost linear. The conductance changes of the sensor are proportional to the overall force applied over its sensing area. The sensors' sensing area is available in a large variety of shapes, and some commercial sensors can be cut according to application requirements. These sensors can become customizable embedded sensing solutions, and the main advantages of their use are that they are low-cost, have high sensitivity, are lightweight, have low thickness, and can easily fit to the force interface surface under measurement. However, relative to load cells, this sensing solution exhibits a lower reliability and robustness and requires additional care related to mechanical issues and calibration, particularly when multiple units are used in the same measurement system. Self-calibration techniques, based on the three wires technique [16] can be used to compensate offset and gain errors, improving measurement system accuracy. For example, on-line self-calibration of the set of FSRs attached to the walker legs, can easily be performed by the walker user when there is no load applied on the walker legs (offset error compensation), the lifted condition, and when the user's full weight is uniformly applied on the walker legs (gain error compensation).
Another pressure sensing solution that is commercially available for gait analysis, and that can be potentially used to perform a joint analysis of gait when aided by a walker, is based on pressure measurement arrays [17] . It is important to note that this type of solution is very expensive and, above all, its application is limited to the platform sensing area, since the gait parameters of the person usually deviate from the ones that are exhibited in normal walking environments [18] . It is a matrix of FSRs whose position maps the distribution of pressure over the global sensing surface. Usually, each of the sensing elements included in this pressure sensing solution is designated a sensel. The spatial resolution of this pressure sensing solution is defined by the number of sensels, and the sensing scanning area can be performed with speeds of several hundred of Hz that allow obtaining an accurate spatial and temporal distribution of the applied pressures during gait.
Inertial Measurement Units
Inertial measurement units (IMU) are electronic devices that contain a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope, and as an option, a 3-axis magnetometer. IMUs with an accelerometer and gyroscope (only) have six degrees of freedom (6DoF), while those with a magnetometer have nine degrees of freedom (9DoF). IMUs are widely used in devices that require knowledge of their position, for example an Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV), robotic arms, and tools used to study body motion.
IMUs can be installed on walkers to detect motion and to measure parameters like orientation and displacement. This information can be used to detect situations of imminent danger (such as free falls), to know if the walker is being well used (or not), and to see how the user's gait is progressing over time.
Motion Detection
Motion can be detected using only the information provided by the accelerometer. First, we combine the axial accelerations to get the amplitude of the acceleration vector: (6) and then we extract the variance of the acceleration considering a moving time window with some overlap: (7) where N represents the number of samples contained in the time window, a(n) represents the nth acceleration sample, and represents the mean value of all acceleration samples. Example values for the quantities are: sampling rate = 200 S/s, time window = 0.5 s and overlap = 0.25 s.
General-purpose IMUs are sensitive to gravitational acceleration, meaning that a constant value of 1 g (distributed by the xyz components) appears on the acquired samples. Fortunately, (7) cancels this constant component, allowing the IMU to be placed aboard the walker anywhere with any orientation.
The value returned by (7) can be compared against a given threshold to decide if the walker, and its user, is moving or not. Hysteresis can be added to make the decision more insensitive to noise. Motion detection allows the computation of other interesting variables such as the total number of movements (steps) over one day, or the percentage of time with motion activity.
Orientation
To accurately know the orientation in space we need to collect information from all three sensors, the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. If the IMU is mounted aboard the walker and aligned according the coordinate system shown in Fig. 4 , the challenge is to compute the nautical angles from the sensors data.
Pitch and Roll Extraction from Accelerometer
Imagine that the IMU is resting with a pitch angle P and that the y-axis is pointing to you as represented in on the left side of Fig. 5 . The projection of gravitational acceleration on the xaxis leads to: (8) while the projection on the yz plane is: (9) Now, maintaining the pitch angle, rotate the IMU so that the xaxis points to you with a roll angle R as represented in on the right side of Fig. 5 . The projection of ayz on the yz-axes leads to: (10) where atan2 computes the arctangent function in all the four quadrants.
Equations (8) and (10) serve to extract pitch and roll angles, respectively. The pitch angle is limited between -90 and +90 degrees, while the roll angle can take the all range of values from -180 to +180 degrees. The equations are valid as long as the IMU is not moving, i.e., as long as gravity is the only acceleration present. 
Yaw Extraction from Magnetometer
The gravitational acceleration is not sufficient to extract the yaw angle. Additional information has to be provided by the magnetometer. If the magnetometer is sitting on the Earth's horizontal plane (normal to the earth's gravity vector), then the roll and pitch angles are zero and the yaw angle is simply given by: (11) where mXX and mYY represent the horizontal components of the magnetic field sensed by the magnetometer. If the IMU is tilted, then the pitch and roll angles are not equal to zero (see Fig. 6 ), and the magnetic sensor measurements (mx, my and mz) need to be projected on the earth's horizontal plane to obtain mXX and mYY so that (11) can be applied. This procedure is called tilt compensation [20] , [21] and is performed as follows:
◗ If the IMU is lifted by the pitch angle P, then the projections of the magnetic field on Earth's xz-axes are respectively:
◗ If the IMU is also turned by the roll angle R, then the projection of the magnetic field on earth's y-axis is:
The values given by (12) and (14) are tilt-compensated and can be used safely in equation (11) to extract the yaw angle.
Sensor Fusion
Equations (8), (10) and (11) are affected have two main problems: first, they assume that the IMU is not moving, and second, they are affected high-frequency noise usually present in common-use accelerometers. For these reasons, it is advisable to improve them with information provided by the gyroscope. The gyroscope provides samples of angular velocity, which can be integrated to give nautical angles: (15) where q represents the roll, pitch or yaw angle, w represents the angular velocity, T represents the sampling period, and n represents the nth sample.
The angles provided by (15) are quite accurate while the IMU is moving but tend to drift when the IMU stops moving (as opposite to the accelerometer). The simplest (but effective) way to fuse information from both sources is to pass the values of the accelerometer plus the magnetometer through a low-pass filter, then pass the values of the gyroscope through a high-pass filter, and finally sum both. The two filters are usually designed with the same cutoff frequency to be mutually complementary: (16) where y represents the output of the filter, x1 represents the input from the accelerometer plus the magnetometer, and x2 represents the input from the gyroscope. If we discretize the filter applying backward differences, i.e., by making , we get: (17) Fig. 6 . Tilted IMU over the horizontal plane. which corresponds to the following differences equation: (18) where the coefficient belongs to the interval [0; 1[, and represents the cutoff frequency of both filters in rad/s. It should be noted the term between square brackets represents the value given by (15) .
Another alternative is to use a Kalman filter to find the statistically optimal estimate of nautical angles. It is a selfcorrecting filter that adapts its coefficients to minimize the prediction error. However, in many applications (walkers included), the performance of Kalman filters is similar to that of the complementary filters rarely justifying its use. More information about Kalman filters can be found in [19] and [20] .
Displacement
Displacement is computed by double-integrating acceleration. The challenge here is that the gravitational acceleration (which is constant) has to be eliminated so that the integration does not diverge. The key is to accurately determine the orientation of the IMU and then subtract the g vector (which points to the earth's center) from the accelerometer readings.
Given an orientation RPY, the projection of the g vector on the axes of the IMU is given by:
The vector of dynamic acceleration (exclusively related with movement) is obtained by subtracting these values from the accelerometer readings:
The double-integration of (in all its components) works reasonably well as long as the orientation estimate is accurate and the integration time is not long. Displacement information can be used to characterize the walker's movement in terms of elevation and traveled distance.
Motion Sensors
To extract information about the walking gait pattern during the rehabilitation program, the use of infrared, ultrasound or microwave radar motion sensors may be considered. Infrared sensing technology assures orthogonal and tangential motion detection but is almost blind to radial motions. It presents large detection comparing radar-sensing technology and it is useful for presence detection. However, the sensors provide no information about velocity, direction of motion, or its range.
In the case of ultrasound sensing technology, accurate range information is provided in close range (<1m). However, this technology is highly dependent on the environment conditions (e.g., noise, fast change in temperature).
Using microwave radar technology for motion sensing presents the advantages of accurate radial motion detection and penetration in non-metallic materials. It can be used to identify the direction of motion and perform range measurements. Thus, radar technology has significant advantages over other techniques, and different research work reports the use of radar for low and very low amplitude motions with application in cardio-respiratory assessment [21] , [22] .
To characterize a large amplitude motion such as human gait, the microwave Doppler radar represents an appropriate solution as is reported in [21] , where the pulse-Doppler range control radar (RCR), which has a carrier frequency of 5.8 GHz, a pulse repetition frequency f 10 MHz and a duty cycle of 40%, is used to characterize the entire body's motion. The short time Fourier transform (STFT) spectrogram signature associated with slow gait is presented in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 illustrates the spectrogram elements associated with lower limb motion. However, to evaluate the particular evolution of gait rehabilitation starting from a whole body spectrogram signature represents a challenging task. Deploying sensors for particular sensing of the lower limb motion represents a solution that proves to be appropriate. In [8] and [9] , the authors used one microwave Doppler radar mounted on a two-wheeled walker and oriented to sense lower limb motion. The signals acquired for regular, normal, and abnormal walking gait are presented in Fig. 8 .
One of the microwave Doppler radar sensors that was used for gait assessment of walker users during a rehabilitation period is Frequency Modulated Doppler radar (FMCW-rad) [22] . The block diagram of the motion sensor is in Fig. 9 . The FMCW-rad employs a transmission antenna and a receiving antenna connected to a low noise amplifier and a set of two mixers M1 and M2. The intermediate frequency signals I and Q are dependent on lower limbs' reflected waves during the walker use. The used radar sensors present a transmitted power that not exceed 100mW the received radiation by the users during the monitored training being very reduced comparing the mobile phone usage. Considering the distance between the TX antenna and the body moving parts of 25cm, this lowers the power density of the sensor by free space attenuation by 48dB, which conducts to levels of received power on the microwatts order level (e.g., 1.6uW). The relation between transmitted (PTX) and received power (PRX) known as the radar equation: (18) with G the radar gain, λ the wavelength of transmitted signal, and D the distance between the radar sensor and in-motion body part underlines the fact that the received power is directly proportional with radar cross section on an object (s). The values of s for the whole exposed human body being equivalent with less than 0.5 m 2 at 24 GHz comparing with the values obtained for a vehicle arriving that are included in the 1 m 2 to 5 m 2 according to the angle arrivals. Thus, the cross section associated with body parts in motion during the rehabilitation process will affect the sensitivity of the sensor representing an important challenge in order to obtain reliable results starting from low-level signals that may be amplified using linear programmable gain amplifier schemes. Taking into account the system autonomy, the radar sensors are characterized by a current supply up to 50 mA in continuous operation mode, allowing their use when autonomy for the smart walker is required. At the same time, a power consumption optimization algorithm may be implemented taking into account the information delivered by lower consumption sensors embedded in the walker such as the IMUs. These information may be used to automatically connect or disconnect the radar sensor in order to save power and to provide the data delivered by the radar only the lower limb gait measurement procedure is initiated.
The information delivered by the microwave Doppler radar sensors through the intermediate frequency signals I and Q is acquired and processed by microcontroller based platform mounted on the walker level. Bluetooth [8] or Wi Fi [23] communication protocols are used to transmit the information to the client level expressed by an Android OS or Windows 8 Tablet for advanced processing and data synchronization with Physiotherapy Server through an Internet connection (Fig. 1) .
Triggering Proactive Actions
The sensors measurements from FSRs, IMUs, and radar motion sensors trigger proactive actions of warnings to prevent potential falls by a user. Phone calls to attendants when orientation has changed, or generation of warning signals to the user when a fall may be imminent is included in the goal of helping the user operate the walker safely.
Force Sensing Resistors
Using the FSR sensing data, it is possible to correlate walker legs forces with walker handgrips forces, and also to detect if the walker user applies an excessive weight on the walker. For example, a warning condition can result if an excessive force unbalance, between the front and rear legs of the walker, is detected. Thus, it is possible to display, locally or remotely, warnings to signalize dangerous operating conditions of a walker in order to avoid potential falls and injuries of the 
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Inertial Measurement Units
IMUs can be used to detect motion, to sense orientation and to measure displacements. Motion detection allows the computation of other interesting variables such as the number of steps the walker makes over the day, or the percentage of time with motion activity. Orientation is essential to compute displacements and can be used to detect situations of imminent danger (such as free falls). Excessive tilt values can trigger a phone call from a remote assistant to check the condition of the walker user and clarify the cause of abnormal readings. Finally, displacement computations can be used to characterize the walker's step in terms of elevation and traveled distance.
Radar Motion Sensors
The microwave Doppler radar sensors are used to detect motion patterns and to extract metrics that may be used in diagnosis of abnormal gain. Based on single or multiple radar sensors the gait assessment procedure may be implemented on the level of smart walker the detected motion records being used for objective rehabilitation. The microwave radar sensors may be used to provide information also for incorrect usage of the walker that is a main cause for the fall events. Thus, the detection of anomalous pattern associated with inappropriate walker usage can be used to generate warning signals to the walker user but also to the accompanying person or physiotherapists.
Distributed Computing and APPs
The general architecture implemented as part of physiotherapy session assessment and objective evaluation of physical rehabilitation that includes distributed computing of the sensors data is presented in Fig. 10 . The primary processing of the acquired data delivered by the sensors occurs on the level of a microcontroller platform smart walker i. The mobile application developed for a compatible Android OS is used by the physiotherapist to read the data provided by one of the microcontroller platforms (e.g., Microchip PIC16F73 [8] .) Each new user of a smart walker is registered, and their data become part of the patient's Electronic Health Record. The smart object is added to the training session, and the physiotherapist will connect via a Bluetooth compatible device to record each training session the values delivered by the force, acceleration, and motion measurement channels. A set of real-time monitoring signals in a particular case of a 2-wheeled smart walker is presented on the physiotherapist monitoring display, as Fig.  11 shows. 
Conclusions
Smart walkers represent an important research field as healthcare needs increase with aging. Implementing physical rehabilitation assessment networks based on smart walker nodes that measure force, acceleration and motion allows remote monitoring of physical rehabilitation sessions using Internet connectivity and mobile applications. The applications may also allow sensor data storage and analysis based on client-server architecture. The results that were obtained showed clearly that the proposed technologies can give important contributions to improve the quality of life of walker users by monitoring unbalance and instability conditions that can result in falls and harmful injuries. Her research interests include electrophysiology, biomedical instruments, non-invasive and unobtrusive measurements of body signals. She was involved in research projects related with autonomic nervous system assessment and monitoring, cardiac arrhythmia, electronic health records for wheelchair users, electronic health records for physiotherapy and she is author and co-author of several patents.
